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CHAPTER2 

COMPANY PROFILE 

2.1 Background 

m One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd 

Figure 2.1: One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd. Logo 

One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd is a business company that providing product and service. The 

company is own by Malaysian but have a few businesses relationship with foreigner 

company. The CEO of this company is Mr Ivan. The company is still expanding with more 

than 40 staffs. The head quarter of the company is located in 18, Jalan PJU 3/48, Sunway 

Damansara, 47810 Petaling Jaya, Selangor. The office operated from 9 am - 5 pm, 

Monday to Friday. If any service then the activity will follow the client timing within 

weekday which is Monday to Friday. 

2.2 History 

One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd was established in 1998. Our initial business activity was to 

provide gas detection system solutions. Backed by overwhelming success and a proven 

track record, the company subsequently ventured into related fields. Today, One Gasmaster 

Sdn Bhd is proud to claim industrially recognized expertise not only in gas detection system 

solutions but also gas analysers, industrial hygiene monitoring equipment and process 

analysers. One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd achieved ISO 17025 accreditation for sound calibration 

in 2008 and MS ISO 9001 :2008 in 2010. Gas detector and analyser calibration in 2011. 
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2.3 Vision and Mission 

Vision 

Customers' first Choice. 

Mission 

• To give solutions that professional, high quality and add value to customers.
• To deliver our services efficiently, accurately and within reliable turnaround time.
• To give the employees the platform to pursue the dreams and happiness.

2.4 Organization Chart 

OGCL ORGANIZATION CHART 
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CHAPTER3 

OVERVIEW OF THE TRAINING 

3.1 Introduction 

One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd offers a variety of employment over the training's 24 

weeks, including to provide technical report, perform calibration job, perform 

troubleshooting/ repairing works, prepare calibration data and Prepare certificate. These 

works were working scope of the department of OGCL-Fixed System in One Gasmaster 

Sdn Bhd. The work done by the help of the seniors in the department as the hierarchy of 

instruction began with the instruction from En Zamzimi then followed by the seniors then 

only the works passed to the trainee. 

3.2 Summary of the training and experience gained. 

The purpose of this training is to develop students to a real working life where 

they can acquire new skills, understanding, and competencies while somehow putting all 

of the theory and knowledge they've studied into application. Higher student quality and 

proactivity will come from this industrial training, which will also foster a positive working 

connection between the institution and the firm. Through this opportunity, students can 

develop their skills in a range of activities, including analysis, calibration, and other on

site jobs. All of the duties, knowledge, and tasks that were learned and completed over 
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the 24-week industrial training period will be summarized in this Chapter. Highlights of 

the jobs that trainees completed during their training course are included below, along 

with sufficient descriptions of each one. 

Task 1: Provide technical report 

A technical report is a written account of the procedures, accomplishments, or results 

of technical or service. Additionally, it might contain the service results and 

recommendations. In every service done, all the data gained were recorded and listed in 

detail such as the condition of the gas detector, the function of the sensor of the gas detector, 

condition of the gas detector control panel and any other relevant details. The details were 

really important to help determine the source of problem if happen during the service. The 

student will accompany the senior during the service and the senior provided with technical 

report book. All the data recorded will be transfer into the technical report book for more 

proper procedure. The report will have two copies which one copy for the company use 

while another one provided to the customer as the evidence of the service done and for any 

action need to be done in the future. There were also suggestions that provided in the 

technical report as guide to the customer regarding any relevant issue. 

Task 2: Perform calibration job 

The process of calibrating a device involves comparing its measurement data to 

those of a calibration standard with known accuracy. In OGCL-Fixed System department 

the calibration job usually refers to the calibration of gas detector. A gas detector is a device 

that detects for gases in a region, frequently as part of a safety system. Operators in the 

vicinity of the leak may hear a gas detector's alarm, which will give them the chance to 

evacuate. Because many gases can be toxic to operators, this kind of equipment is crucial. 

Along some period of time the reading of the gas detector may distracted by some factors. 

This will result of not tally result and may give wrong reading that may triggered the alarm 

or for more fatal result is by not be able to detect the leaking gas even the leakage occurs. 

The steps to do calibration began by inhibiting the input to ensure that the alarm will not be 

triggered during the calibration. Open the junction box of the detector connect a digital volt 

meter to the test points marked 'TP1' and 'TP2' on the amplifier PCB. The digital volt meter 

should be set to the de mV range. Perform the zeroing to the gas detector until reach the 

suitable reading which is depend on the type of the gas detector used then purge suitable 
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gas to the sensor and adjust the reading until reach the appropriate reading then remove 
the gas and wait until the sensor settle down before rechecking the zero setting. If everything 
done then close junction box of the gas detector, ensure it close tightly. The detector then 
is in operational. 

Task 3: Perform troubleshooting/ repairing works 

Troubleshooting is a type of problem resolution that is frequently used to 
fix operations on a gas detector system. The usually problem faced was the faulty of sensor. 
The sensor will be suspected to have problem if the respond toward the zeroing or 
calibration were low or no respond. The sensor that suspected to have problem will be bring 
back to the lab. Then the sensor will be installed into the gas detector in the lab. The function 
of he sensor will be examined and all the data recorded. The suggestion will be given to the 
customer for the further action. 

Task 4: Prepare calibration data 

The calibration data is the data recorded for the documentation of the OGCL-Fixed 
System. There is form so called as calibration data form that need to be fil regarding the 
detail of the service that have been done, person in charge and any other relevant issue. 
This calibration data filled by referring the data recorded in the technical report. The checklist 
of equipment uses also done by filling the site checklist form. The calibration data form, 
checklist form and the technical report compile together then located into the suitable file for 
company documentation. 

Task 5: Prepare certificate 

Preparing certificate is the final procedure in the flow of standard operational 
procedure of calibration. The certificate will be provided by One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd to the 
customer as the prove that their gas detector was calibrated by competence person. 
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Week 19 • Went to site to do calibration .
• Learnt to deal with control panel
• Learnt how to stop the alarm

during service.
• Went to valves shop and learnt a

few types of valves there.

Week 20 • Joined grand meeting and refresh
the vision and mission of company.

• Learnt about innovation and way to
deal with client.

• Attended fire drills training and
learnt safety in office.

• Went to site and do calibration .

Week 21 • Do office work .
• Went to site visit and do

calibration.
• Learnt safety of wiring at control

panel.
• Learnt safety about gas detector.

Week22 • Do calibration data checklist and
arrange it into files of department.

• Do certificate .
• Took invoice for senior uses .
• Went to NIOSH to help senior from

another department.
• Went to KLCC to do calibration of

gas detector.

Week 23 • Went to site to do gas detector
calibration.

• Went to office to prepare stuff to be
used on the next site visit.

• Went to site visit to do calibration
gas detector and learnt safety of
gas detector.

• Learnt to reset valve .
• Joined safety induction conducted

by client before enter site.

Week24 • Do office work .
• Collect sources for Industrial

Training.
• Finishing logbook and evaluation

from supervisor.
• Meet CEO for advice about

working-life.
• Presentation of Industrial TraininQ .

Table 3.1: Weekly task 
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4.1 

4.2 

CHAPTER4 

DETAILS OF EXPERIENCES 

Introduction 

This chapter provides a detail of experiences gained and tasks performed over the 

24 weeks of industrial training, including both social and technical activities. The 
following is a detail of each task of the internship, including major highlights and tasks 

that were finished. 

Details of training and experience gained 

4.2.1 Provide technical report 

During the calibration all data need to be recorded. Those data technically recorded 

in service and calibration report. One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd has their own book of service 

and calibration report. One service and calibration report will have two copies which one for 

One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd keep and another one for customer reference. 

In the service and calibration report, it will basically contain of basic information of 

the company included the client's name, specific location
! 

type of system used, contact 

person in that site and the job description. Besides the other basic of information such as 

the team from One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd in and out for calibration service and the date of 

calibration. 

Regarding the calibration issue, the service and calibration report will consist of the 

type of gas detector used in that company, condition of gas detector physically and condition 

of solenoid valve. Those all information put in the same time table. Then calibration result 

details explained on the next table. The details included the number of channels, location, 

zero condition, the span gas value, the reading before and after calibration and remarks. All 

the data filled if necessary. Student learnt to be more careful in writing to make sure no 

mistake done. 
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Next will be explaining about the job description and diagnostic. Usually in this 

space, it will explain what type of work done during the calibration service and data collected. 

Sometimes it also reminds about the condition of the gas detector or maybe the 

compartment inside it. The last one will be the recommendation and action need to be done 

by the client base on the data collected during the calibration service. If any damage 

happens for instance regarding sensor, then the team from One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd will 

bring back the sensor for test in lab and verify the problem. 

At the bottom of the report will consist of the signature from senior from One 

Gasmaster Sdn Bhd and signature from client and stamp from the client. One copy will 

provide to the client and another one for One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd reference. 

4.2.2 Perform calibration job 

Calibration job suggested to be done at an interval of every six months when 

operating under normal conditions. The interval may be shortened if necessary, depending 

on requirements. The operational life of the sensors depends on the application, frequency 

and amount of gas being seen. Under normal conditions (6 monthly calibration with periodic 

exposure to CAL gas) the life expectancy of the flammable gas sensors is up to 3 years 

while the toxic sensors may be up to 18 months depending on the type of sensor as some 

may have a much shorter operational life than others, please contact Crowcon for 

assistance. Oxygen sensors should be replaced every 12 months. 

Calibration service usually will be conducted by competence person in this field. 

During the Industrial Training student followed one senior that competence doing calibration 

service. Student role was to help necessary done by the senior. The senior will guide student 

about the procedure doing calibration service. Student will be provided with manual of the 

gas detector according to the type of the gas detector that going to be calibrated. There 

were few types of manufacturers that visited by student to do calibration services. Those 

manufacturers included semi-conductor manufacturer, palm oil refinery manufacturer, glass 

manufacturer, food manufacturer, sterilizer manufacturer, gas manufacturer, stevia 

manufacturer, restaurants and malls. 

The various type of site exposed student with different type of working procedure. 

Student learnt basic way of working at those places. Student also meet a lot of people with 

different type of background. Meeting with different people can give idea to student on type 

of working that has high market and suitable with the student studies background. 
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7 Allen key 

8 Trimmer 

9 Wrench 

Table 4.1 Tools and Equipments used 
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Procedure in doing calibration 

_J 

Figure 4.1: Procedure in doing calibration 
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4.2.3 Perform troubleshooting/ repairing works 

During the calibration despite of making service and calibration report, student also 

need to prepare if any troubleshooting or repairing works. Sometimes the problem needs to 

refer on the manual of the gas detector. 

During the 24 weeks of Industrial Training, the most troubleshooting was testing the 

sensor. In the calibration service student figured out that the most problem face was the 

sensor problem. Usually, a problematic sensor will give no respond to any setting or gas 

purging. The sensor will be taken out and bring back to the lab for the testing. 

In the lab, student will manage to do some wiring to connect all the unit such as the 

power supply, gas detector and control panel. This test gives some chance to the student 

to be exposed on simple wiring skills. Then the sensor will be tested and verify the problem 

then recommendation will be suggested to the client for the next action. 

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT 

❖ Test Pen: To check the current flow in the wires inside the panel or gas detector

Figure 4.2: Test pen 

❖ Cutter: To cut unused cable that causes the blockage for the flow of current
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Figure 4.9: Plier 

4.2.4 Prepare calibration data 

During the calibration despite of making service .and calibration report, student also 

will prepare the calibration data. The data in the calibration data form is referring the 

information service and calibration report. This form will specifically explain about the 

calibration done. This form consists of basic information of client such as date issue, the 

customer's name, location, manufacturer of gas detector, serial no of gas detector, model 

type, calibration time and the environmental condition (temperature and relative humidity). 

Then the form will provide the detail of gas which is the type of gas and the certificate 

number. At the next will be the table of calibration test results that consist of the location of 

gas detector, sensor type, calibration gas (the desire reading), reading before calibration, 

reading at first calibration until sixth calibration then the average of the calibration reading. 

Next will be the alarm setting, in the table it will explain the reading that will trigger 

alarm 1 and alarm 2, the function of alarm and the malfunction. Then the comments and the 

signature of person in charge in calibration service and the date. 

Besides, student also need to fill the site checklist. The site checklist will include the 

equipment used in the site. It is the checklist before and after the checklist. Then the 

calibration data form, service and calibration report copy, and checklist will be compiled 

together and locate in the file for department documentation. 
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Refer the 
service and 
calibration 

report. 

Procedure doing calibration data 

Fill in the 
calibration data 

form. 

• Refer the
report.

Refer the alarm 
information and 
fill in the alarm 

data. 

• Follow the
reference.

Fill in site 
checklist form. 

Figure 4.10: Calibration Data 

Compile all 
forms and put in 
department's file. 



4.2.5 Prepare certificate 

Certification usually the final procedure of each calibration service. The goal of 

certification is to show that certain requirements have been satisfied. International standards 

are typically the foundation of the requirements. One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd have the template 

of the certificate. Student just need to fill the data about the company that have been 

serviced. 

In the certificate have a few information for the company. Every certification has 

certificate no and it is different in every certificate. Then in the certificate have the customer's 

name, specific location of the gas detector at the company, the type of gas detector used in 

the company and product condition. The condition will be explained on the gas detector 

before the calibration and after the calibration. Next, the certificate also states the calibration 

date, date of next calibration and certificate issue date. The environmental condition such 

as temperature and humidity of the location also included. 

Moreover, the calibration result done will be showed in box that included the location, 

standard calibration gas and measured standard concentration (before and after 

calibration). The measurement standard used will stated below the result box that included 

the reference of gas, concentration, certificate number and traceability. Then at the bottom 

will be the signature of authorized person in charge of the calibration and SAMM approved 

signatory. 

4.3 Problem encountered and approach adopted for solving problem 

4.3 . .1 Time Management 

Student was put the OGCL-Fixed System Department. In this department 

student most of the time will go visit any site for maintenance purpose. Student 

and one senior will go to site to do gas detector calibration. Student few other 

states such as Kuala Lumpur, Perak, Kedah, Johar, Penang and Negeri 

Sembilan. All the companies in such place have their own time management 

and student and the senior to follow the ti me managed by the client. Sometimes 

student need to wake up early in the morning or maybe night before the site 

visit went the accommodation near to the site to make sure came on time at 

the site visit. On the other situation student also need to attend safety induction 

before enter the site so need to come early on the site. The best solution solves 

this problem was by discussing with student's senior about the schedule early 
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before the site visit. Student also discussed with senior about the meet point 

before went to a site visit if the site visit is further from office. Time management 

is important in working life. Managing time properly will lead to a proper work 

procedure. Indeed, if it deals with client then it will give a good impression and 

expectation from then and will sustain our business relation. Besides with a 

good time management student will manage to finish task within the time frame 

and no task will be delayed. Therefore, time management is the first problem 

faced by student and it is crucial to come with a good approach when deal with 

it. 

4.3.2 Communication 

Communication also one of big problems faced by the student during the 24 

weeks of Industrial Training. First day of working this company was really 

awkward and felt very new. Student managed to stay with manual book to 

study. When it comes to work communication is important to avoid 

misunderstanding and misinterpretations. Student have a lot of 

misunderstanding of the work procedure in this company and the senior, this 

happen as student need to deal with professional worker and engineer. The 

other problem that happen regarding communication also occur due to age 

barrier between student and senior: A lot of information delivered were pending 

to be analyse by student because of lack of experience. Besides lack of 

feedback and information hoarding also the other problems happen in term of 
I ' 

commu'nication. Regardless of keep those problems occur, student managed 

to come out with a few solutions such keep being proactive to communicate 

with staff even from other department and also keep asking and take note the 

information earned. Student also need to reduce assumptions and ensure 

every work done must have proper references and procedure with creative and 

innovative ways. Having effective workplace communication has several 

advantages. More precisely, it helps firms improve workplace alignment and 

become more agile. Additionally, it enhances some of the most crucial KPls 

related to talent attraction, engagement, and retention. 

4.3.3 Electrical knowledge 
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The background study of student is in Chemical Engineering. During the study 

there were minimum knowledge learnt by student about electrical knowledge. 

Information regarding electrical was really minimum and a lot of knowledge 

need to be learnt. Student work under fixed system team that specifically doing 

maintenance of gas detector in sites. Most of the work were deal with electrical 

field such as wiring, terminating and a few other electrical components. 

Students also using a few types of electrical equipment such test-pen, digital 

voltmeter, span, cutter and plier. Student having a lot of problem with especially 

when deal with wire as it is dealing with safety. Alternatively, student need to 

be willing learn a lot of something new regarding the work. Student learnt all 

the knowledge from senior and supervisor. Students also given with manual 

book to study before start working in site. Besides student did research to learnt 

any other simple knowledge that related to the work. In other words, it's crucial 

for employees to have the knowledge they need to perform their jobs well, and 

encouraging knowledge sharing across the workforce will guarantee that 

everyone has access to the data they require. 

4.3.4 Technical term 
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There are a lot of technical terms used during the Industrial Training. Those 

work terms .used in the company made the information received by. student 

might be misunderstood. A lot of problem could happen if the technical term 

were not sufficiently understood by student. The problem might can caused 

injured to the student himself or might cause near miss happen in the site. The 

safety purpose during work is important to be concerned and alert. Besides 

sometimes the work will be delayed if any mistake done because of the 

misunderstanding of work term. Example of technical term used such Permit to 

work (PTW), Purchase order (PO), Delivery Oder (DO), Calibration (CAL), 

Zeroing, International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and more others. 

All of these mostly used in industries so it is a good knowledge to be prepared 

before enter the real working-life. 



4.4 Professional and ethical issues 

4.4.1 Transparency 

Transparency is the process of being open, honest and straightforward about 

various company operations. In this company I learnt that One Gasmaster Sdn 

Bhd is one of transparent company. This company share all information 

regarding performance, revenue, processes, sourcing, pricing and business 

values. Employee engagement is improved by workplace transparency. A 

transparent workplace values each employee's effort, advancement, and 

success. As a result, there is an increase in the level of trust between 

management and staff, which makes everyone feel more seen and heard. 

During the industrial training student also learnt that the foundation of trust in 

business is the relationship between a company and its partners, customers, 

employees, and investors. Being honest and upfront with stakeholders when 

discussing business-related issues is what is meant by transparency. The trust 

from customers will give opportunity to sustain the business among a company 

with their customer. All of this is the in line with the vision of One Gasmaster 

Sdn Bhd which is "Customers' first Choice". 

4.4.2 Accountability 
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Accountability is the obligation or willingness to accept responsibility for one's 

actions. Students and teams become more trusted when student hold everyone 

accountable for carrying out their duties. It enables co-worker to depend on one 

another, whether that be to meet deadlines, complete tasks, or feel at ease 

enough to ask a co-worker or management for assistance. In the grand meeting 

of One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd, Mr Ivan Tan, CEO of One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd 

always remind his staffs to give their dream with reliable ways. Student learnt 

to be pleasant to customer and find middle path between capability of working 

and happiness of customer. All these will be earned if student apply the quality 

of accountability in working-life. 



4.4.3 Respect 

Stress, issues, and disputes at work are reduced in a respectful workplace. It 

aids in enhancing teamwork and communication. Respect has a role in 

fostering a positive culture, which raises employee satisfaction since people 

feel happy and motivated in such a workplace. Student learnt the environment 

of positive working is important to enhance the quality of input done. Respect 

is not by following everything without differentiating wrong action and not. As a 

good student still can defend self if something done wrongly. Student that 

proactively giving idea can not be label as disrespectful just because they are 

not permanent staff in company. Student learnt that in working life it is better to 

not taking any improvement negatively. Respect with client will give extra credit 

to the company as a professional company and give a good first impression 

from client that lead to continuous business engagement among client and 

company. 

4.4.4 Obedience to the law 
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An employee is required to perform their duties with care and to follow any 

instructions provided by their employer. Obviously, the employee is not 

required to follow irrelevant or unlawful directions, but in all other regards, the 

smployer is free to choose the nature and format of the task. Student learnt a 

lot of policies applied by One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd and One Gasmaster Sdn 

Bhd strictly follow the law. In one site visit student followed !senior to do work in 

NIOSH and Agensi Nuklear Malaysia. Both agencies were type of agency that 

really strict in term of law and legislation indeed One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd got 

trust from both agencies that proved that One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd is good in 

following rule. One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd also got certified by International 

Organization for Standardization (ISO) in activities such as supply, installation, 

testing and commissioning of occupational safety and health and 

environmental monitoring instrumentation solutions. Besides, One Gasmaster 

Sdn Bhd also certified in the Laboratory Accreditation Scheme of Malaysia and 

competence to operate acoustic calibration, electrical calibration, calibration of 

fixed gas detection system, calibration of gas analyser system, calibration of 

portable gas detector in accordance with Malaysia standard. In quality policies 

of One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd has stated that this company provide the best 
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service to customer in compliance with related ISO/IEC with regard to 

international standards, requirement and authorities. Student learnt in term of 

working student cannot only thinking about own benefits without concerning the 

other consequences that could happen or even against the law. 

Health, environmental and sustainable aspects 

One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd is a committed company when it comes to health, 

environmental and sustainable aspects. All the aspects stated were followed according to 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and Malaysia standard. During the 

Industrial Training, student have attended a few safeties induction that exposed student 

from basic safety to specific safety according to the type of manufacturer visited. Student 

also learnt a few types of PPE used in the manufacturer visited. 

One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd also committed with environmental aspects below is the 

environmental policy .learnt by student-during the Industrial Training. 

Environmental Policy 

One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd is committed to protecting the environment and natural resources. 

In all its operation and services, this company strives to minimize its negative environmental 

impacts. We are committed to: 

• Comply with all applicable legal and other requirements in all the regions that

we operate in which are related to its 1environmental aspects

• Reduce waste and minimize resource consumption by practising the reuse and

recycle program as much as possible.

• Protect the environment, including prevention of pollution and. no damage

should be left at any site or premises we operated.

• Continuously educate and motivate employees to carry out task in an

environmentally responsible manner.

• Maintain healthy working environment for all employees.

• Continual improvement of the environmental management system to enhance

environmental performance.

• Communicate this Policy to all relevant parties including our stakeholders,

suppliers, and customers to promote environmental awareness at all levels.

The product calibrated itself is one of the products that can help the sustainability of 

environment. Some of the gases that use in industry if got spread to the environment by any 
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leaking in manufacturer might cause a lot of problem. This why company such as One 

Gasmaster Sdn Bhd is important for the sustainability of environment. All of this follow the 

Environmental Quality Act. Student also learnt to use properly gases that dangerous such 

as ammonia. Student also learn to use all of the gases wisely to avoid any wasting action. 

By all of that during 24 weeks performed the procedure within the guide by the senior. 

Student learnt that gender equality in term of giving idea and opinion is relevant to 

be apply in the workplace. In organization chart in One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd student learnt 

that few of high position held by women, even in one site that student went was escort by a 

woman. Base on all the information student a lot of point from Sustainable Development 

Goals in One Gasmaster Sdn Bhd. 
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SITE VISITED 

FIGURE 5.15: MANUFACTURER VISITED 

FIGURE 5.16 LOCATION OF GAS DETECTOR 
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